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Force (IETF) in the mid-nineties, the protocol has been incrementally modified and extended. In the case of TLS 1.2 and below, these
modifications have taken place in a largely retroactive fashion;
following the announcement of an attack [6, 7, 18, 20, 32, 43, 49],
the TLS Working Group (WG) would either respond by releasing a
protocol extension (A Request for Comments (RFC) intended to provide increased functionality and/or security enhancements) or by
applying the appropriate “patch" to the next version of the protocol.
For a more detailed analysis of the development and standardisation
of TLS see [45].
Prior to the announcement of the BEAST [26] and CRIME [27]
attacks of 2011 and 2012, respectively, such a strategy was valid
given the frequency with which versions were updated, and the
limited number of practical attacks against the protocol.
Post-2011, however, the heightened interest in the protocol and
the resulting flood of increasingly practical attacks against it [1–
3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 16, 26, 27, 29, 31, 41, 42, 44] rendered this design
philosophy inadequate. Coupled with pressure to increase the protocol’s efficiency (owing to the release of Google’s QUIC Crypto
[37]), the IETF started drafting the next version of the protocol, TLS
1.3, in the Spring of 2014. Unlike the development of TLS 1.2 and
below, the TLS WG adopted an “analysis-prior-to-deployment” design philosophy, welcoming contributions from the academic community before official release. There have been substantial efforts
from the academic community in the areas of program verification–
analysing implementations of TLS [12, 14], the development of computational models– analysing TLS within Bellare-Rogaway style
frameworks [24, 25, 28, 33, 35, 38], and the use of formal methods
tools such as ProVerif[17] and Tamarin[48] to analyse symbolic
models of TLS [4, 10, 22, 30]. All of these endeavours have helped
to both find weaknesses in the protocol and confirm and guide the
design decisions of the TLS WG.
The TLS 1.3 draft specification however, has been a rapidly moving target, with large changes being effected in a fairly regular
fashion. This has often rendered much of the analysis work ‘outdated’ within the space of few months as large changes to the
specification effectively result in a new protocol, requiring a new
wave of analysis.
In this work we contribute to what is hopefully the last wave of
analysis of TLS 1.3 prior to its official release. We present a toolsupported, symbolic verification of a near-final draft of TLS 1.3,
adding to the large effort by the TLS community to ensure that
TLS 1.3 is free of the many weaknesses affecting earlier versions, and
that it is imbued with security guarantees befitting such a critical
protocol. We note that most of the cryptographic mechanisms in
the current TLS 1.3 draft are stable, and other than fluctuations
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The TLS protocol is intended to enable secure end-to-end communication over insecure networks, including the Internet. Unfortunately, this goal has been thwarted a number of times throughout
the protocol’s tumultuous lifetime, resulting in the need for a new
version of the protocol, namely TLS 1.3. Over the past three years, in
an unprecedented joint design effort with the academic community,
the TLS Working Group has been working tirelessly to enhance
the security of TLS.
We further this effort by constructing the most comprehensive,
faithful, and modular symbolic model of the TLS 1.3 draft 21 release
candidate, and use the Tamarin prover to verify the claimed TLS 1.3
security requirements, as laid out in draft 21 of the specification. In
particular, our model covers all handshake modes of TLS 1.3.
Our analysis reveals an unexpected behaviour, which we expect
will inhibit strong authentication guarantees in some implementations of the protocol. In contrast to previous models, we provide
a novel way of making the relation between the TLS specification
and our model explicit: we provide a fully annotated version of
the specification that clarifies what protocol elements we modelled,
and precisely how we modelled these elements. We anticipate this
model artifact to be of great benefit to the academic community
and the TLS Working Group alike.
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INTRODUCTION

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is the de facto means
for securing communications on the World Wide Web. Initially
released as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) by Netscape Communications in 1995, the protocol has been subject to a number of version
upgrades over the course of its 20-year lifespan. Rebranded as TLS
when it fell under the auspices of the Internet Engineering Task
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surrounding the zero-Round-Trip-Time (0-RTT) mechanism [40],
we do not expect substantial changes to come.

1.1

value of the server. This particular handshake mode was removed
and replaced by a pre-shared key (PSK) 0-RTT handshake mode–
early data can now only be encrypted using a PSK. In fact, the PSK
mechanism has been greatly enhanced since draft 10 with new PSK
variants and binding values being incorporated in to the specification. Post-handshake authentication was officially incorporated
from draft 11 onwards and a few drafts later, post-handshake authentication was enabled to operate with the PSK handshake mode.
Another change to be incorporated after draft 10 was the inclusion of 0.5-RTT data - the server being able to send fully protected
application data as part of its first flight of messages.
All of these changes have resulted in what is effectively a very
different TLS 1.3 protocol, particularly from a symbolic perspective.
As a Tamarin model aims to consider the interaction of all possible
handshake modes and variants, changes to these modes, as well
as the inclusion of new post-handshake combinations, results in a
very different different set of traces to be considered when proving
security properties. Hence, this work presents a substantially different model to [22], and follows a far more fine-grained and flexible
approach to modelling TLS 1.3.
The work in [4] is an analysis of TLS 1.3 by the Cryptographic
protocol Evaluation towards Long-Lived Outstanding Security (CELLOS) Consortium using the ProVerif tool. Announced on the TLS
WG mailing list at the start of 2016, it showed the initial (EC)DHE
handshake of draft 11 to be secure in the symbolic setting. In comparison to our work, this analysis covers only one handshake mode
of a draft that is now somewhat outdated.
The ProVerif models of draft 18 presented by Bhargavan et al.
in [10] include most TLS 1.3 modes, and cover rich threat models
by considering downgrade attacks (both with weak crypto and
downgrade to TLS 1.2). However, unlike our work, they do not consider all modes, as they do not consider the post-handshake client
authentication mode. While they cover relative strong authentication guarantees (which led to the discovery of an unknown key
share attack), their analysis did not uncover the potential mismatch
between client and server view that we describe in Section 5.2.

Contributions

Our main contributions in this work are as follows:
(1) We develop a symbolic model of the latest specification of
TLS 1.3 (draft 21) that considers all the possible interactions
of the available handshake modes, including PSK-based
resumption and 0-RTT. Its fine-grained, modular structure greatly extends and refines the coverage of previous
symbolic models that were successfully used to discover
sophisticated interaction attacks, including that of Cremers
et al. [22]. Our model effectively captures a new TLS 1.3
protocol, incorporating the many changes that have been
made to the protocol since the development of these previous models. We also note that our model is highly flexible
and can easily accommodate the removal of the 0-RTT
mechanism, should the need arise.
(2) We prove the majority of the specified security requirements of TLS 1.3, including the secrecy of session keys,
perfect forward secrecy (PFS) of session keys (where applicable), peer authentication, and key compromise impersonation resistance. We also show that after a successful
handshake the client and server agree session keys and
that session keys are unique across handshakes.
(3) We uncover a behaviour that may lead to security problems
in applications that assume that TLS 1.3 provides strong
authentication guarantees.
(4) We provide a novel way of exhibiting the relation between
the specification and our model: we provide an annotated
version of the TLS 1.3 specification that clarifies which
parts are modelled and how, and which parts were abstracted. This provides an unprecedented level of modelling
transparency and enables a straightforward assessment of
the faithfulness and coverage of our model. We anticipate
that this output will be of great benefit to the academic
community analysing TLS 1.3, as well as the TLS Working Group as it provides a clear and easy-to-understand
mapping between the TLS 1.3 specification and a TLS 1.3
model.

1.3

All our Tamarin input files, proofs, and the annotated TLS 1.3 specification that shows the relation between the RFC and the model,
can be downloaded from [21].

1.2

Paper organisation

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
TLS 1.3 protocol and the security properties claimed in the specification. Section 3 describes our Tamarin model and provides a
few Tamarin prover fundamentals. In Section 4, we describe our encoding of the security guarantees, followed by Section 5 where we
describe our results. Section 6 covers the relationship between our
model and the specification document, discussing how we provide a
website that describes our model side-by-side with the specification,
giving us unprecedented modelling transparency. We conclude in
Section 7.

Related work

As mentioned, there has been a great deal of work conducted in
the complementary analysis spheres pertinent to TLS 1.3. Of most
interest to this work are the symbolic analyses presented in [22],
[4] and [10].
The work in [22] by Cremers et al. offered a symbolic model
and accompanying analysis of draft 10 of the TLS 1.3 specification,
using the Tamarin prover. Since then, there have been multiple
changes made to the specification - 10 drafts worth of changes to be
precise. These updates have included major revisions of the 0-RTT
mechanism and the key derivation schedule. In draft 10, the sending of early data required a client to possess a semi-static (EC)DH

2

TLS 1.3

In this section we provide a brief description of the TLS 1.3 protocol as is necessary for understanding our symbolic model, and
we outline the claimed security properties and guarantees of the
protocol.
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New mechanisms

The three years of effort that has gone into crafting and fine-tuning
both the security and efficiency mechanisms of TLS 1.3 is readily
apparent in the large structural departures from TLS 1.2. The two
protocols have broadly similar goals but exhibit many differences.
For example, a full TLS 1.3 handshake requires one fewer round
trip before a client can transmit protected application data, and the
new zero round trip time (0-RTT) mechanism allows less sensitive
application data to be sent by the client as part of its first flight of
messages.
TLS 1.3 has three key exchange modes, namely, Diffie–Hellman
exchange (DHE), pre-shared key (PSK) exchange, and PSK coupled
with DHE. These modes enable useful features like session resumption and the transmission of early application data. Additionally,
there are a number of handshake variants that allow for group renegotiation and the sending of context-dependent, optional messages.
Each of these variants has different properties and offers different
security guarantees.
Furthermore, TLS 1.3 has three post-handshake mechanisms
covering traffic key updates, post-handshake client authentication,
and the sending of new session tickets (NSTs) for subsequent resumption via a PSK. The handshake protocol maintains a rolling
transcript, on which both parties must agree. This transcript takes
the form of a hash value of all of the handshake messages. Posthandshake messages, however, are not included in this transcript
resulting in different security properties for the post-handshake
mechanisms.
We analyse all of the TLS 1.3 key exchange modes, handshake
variants, and post-handshake mechanisms simultaneously, considering all possible interactions between them. We provide a brief
description of these components as well as associated message flow
diagrams.

Server

Client
ClientHello
KeyShare
ServerHello
KeyShare
EncryptedExtensions
CertificateRequest*
Certificate
CertificateVerify
Finished
Certificate*
CertificateVerify*
Finished
[ApplicationData]

Figure 1: A full TLS 1.3 handshake (Section 2.1.1)

2.1.1 Diffie–Hellman exchange (DHE). The default mode of TLS 1.3
allows for ephemeral Diffie–Hellman (DH) keys to be established
either over a finite field or using elliptic curves.
In an initial (EC)DHE handshake, as depicted in Figure 1, the
client sends a ClientHello message containing a random nonce,
i.e. a freshly generated random value, and a list of symmetric algorithms. The client also sends a set of DH key shares and the
associated groups, KeyShare, and potentially some other extensions.
Upon receipt of a ClientHello message, the server selects appropriate cryptographic parameters for the connection and responds with a ServerHello message. This message contains a
server-generated random nonce, an indication of the selected parameters and potentially some other extensions. The server also
sends a KeyShare message, along with an EncryptedExtensions
message and optionally a CertificateRequest message.
The KeyShare contains the server’s choice of group and its
ephemeral DH key share. The client and server key shares are
used to compute handshake and application traffic keys.
The EncryptedExtensions message contains material that is not
necessary for determining cryptographic parameters. For instance,
the draft specification lists the server name and the maximum TLS
fragment length as possible values to be sent in this message. The
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CertificateRequest message indicates that the server requests
client authentication in the mutual authentication case.
The server will also send a Certificate message, containing the
server’s certificate and a CertificateVerify message, which is a
digital signature over the current transcript. These two messages
allow the client to authenticate server. The server also sends a
Finished message. This message is a Message Authentication Code
(MAC) over the entire handshake, providing key confirmation and
binding the server’s identity to the computed traffic keys.
The client responds with Certificate and CertificateVerify
messages, if requested, and then sends its own Finished message.
These message flows are depicted in Figure 1.
2.1.2 Pre-shared key (PSK). In the event that a PSK has been
established, a client and a server can begin communicating without
a DH exchange. This is potentially attractive for low-power environments, however, without a DHE the connection loses perfect
forward secrecy (PFS). In a PSK handshake, the server authenticates
via a PSK.
2.1.3 PSK with DHE. By combining a PSK with DHE this mode
maintains PFS whilst limiting the number of expensive public key
operations that the server needs to perform.
2.1.4 Group renegotiation. It can be the case that the groups sent
by a client are not acceptable to the server. In this case, the server
may respond with a HelloRetryRequest message. This indicates
to the client which groups the server will accept, and provides the
client with the opportunity to respond with an appropriate key
share before returning to the main handshake.
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Server

Client

Server

Client

ClientHello
KeyShare*
PSK

ClientHello
KeyShare*
PSK

ServerHello
KeyShare*
PSK

(ApplicationData)
ServerHello
KeyShare*
PSK

EncryptedExtensions
Finished
Finished

EncryptedExtensions
Finished

[ApplicationData]

[ApplicationData]
Finished

Figure 2: A PSK resumption handshake (Section 2.1.7)

[ApplicationData]
2.1.5 New session ticket (NST). After a successful handshake,
the server can issue an NST at any time. These tickets create a
binding to a resumption-specific secret and can be used by the
client as PSKs in subsequent handshakes.

Figure 3: A 0-RTT handshake (Section 2.1.8)
might authenticate the client. However, because the specification
allows certificates to be rejected ‘silently’, the client cannot be sure
of its authentication status in general. We discuss this in greater
detail in Section 5.2.

2.1.6 PSK binder. A PSK binder is a value that binds a PSK to the
handshake where the PSK is offered by a client in a ClientHello
message and, if the PSK was generated by a server in-band, to the
handshake where it was generated. A ClientHello can contain
multiple binders arranged in a list, where each binder is computed
over a hash of the ClientHello message (without the binder list
itself).

2.1.10 Key update. After a successful handshake, either party
can request an application data key update. Because the read and
write keys for application data are independent, either party can
immediately update their write key after requesting a key update.

2.1.7 Session resumption and PSK. This handshake variant allows a client to use a key established out-of-band (OOB) to start a
new session, or to use an NST established in a previous handshake
to resume the session. This avoids the use of expensive public-key
operations and in the case of a resumption, ties the security context
of the new connection to the original connection. Note that a server
may reject a resumption attempt made by a client, so the specification recommends that the client supplies an additional (EC)DHE
key share with its PSK when trying to resume a session. Figure 2
depicts a PSK resumption handshake.

2.1.11 Key derivation. A TLS 1.3 handshake will generate a set
of keys on which both the client and server agree. The specification
defines a key schedule which uses the repeated application of an
HMAC-based key derivation function (HKDF) [34] to combine the
secret inputs with fixed labels so as to generate a set of independent
keys.
The key schedule has two secret inputs, the (EC)DHE and the
PSK. Depending on the handshake mode, either one or both of these
will be used. The key schedule also includes the transcript hash in
the key derivation. Because the transcript includes nonces, even if
the secret inputs are repeated, the generated keys are guaranteed
to be independent.

2.1.8 Zero round trip time (0-RTT). A client can use a PSK to
send application data in its first flight of messages, reducing the latency of the connection. As noted in the TLS 1.3 draft specification,
this data is not protected against replay attacks. If the communicating entities wish to take advantage of the 0-RTT mechanism, they
should provide their own replay protection at the application layer.
A 0-RTT handshake is depicted in Figure 3.

2.2

Stated goals and security properties

The TLS 1.3 handshake protocol is intended to negotiate cryptographic keys via the mechanism of authenticated key exchange
(AKE). These keys can then be used by the record layer to provide
critical security guarantees, including confidentiality and integrity
of messages. As stated in Section 2.1, TLS 1.3 makes use of independent keys to protect handshake messages and application data

2.1.9 Post-handshake client authentication. After a successful
handshake, the server can send a CertificateRequest message.
If the client responds with an acceptable certificate, then the server
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messages: protection of the handshake messages starts with the
server’s EncryptedExtensions message, and in the majority of
handshake modes, protection of application data messages occurs
after the transmission of the server and client Finished messages,
respectively. In the case of a 0-RTT handshake, application data is
protected with a PSK as part of the client’s first flight of messages.
The TLS specification[46, Appendix E.1] lists eight properties
that the handshake protocol is required to satisfy:
1. Establishing the same session keys. Upon completion of
the handshake, the client and the server should have established a set of session keys on which they both agree.
2. Secrecy of the session keys. Upon completion of the handshake, the client and server should have established a set of
session keys which are known to the client and the server
only.
3. Peer authentication. In the unilateral case, upon completion of the handshake, if a client C believes it is communicating with a server S, then it is indeed S who is indeed executing
the server role. An analogous property for the server holds
in the bilateral (mutual) authentication case.
4. Uniqueness of session keys. Each run of the protocol should
produce distinct, independent session keys.
5. Downgrade protection. An active attacker should not be
able to force the client and the server to employ weak cipher
suites, or older versions of the TLS protocol.
6. Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS). In the case of compromise
of either party’s long-term key, sessions completed before
the compromise should remain secure. This property is not
claimed to hold in the PSK key exchange mode.
7. Key compromise impersonation (KCI) resistance. Should
an attacker compromise the long-term key of party A, the
attacker should not be able to use this key to impersonate an
uncompromised party in communication with A.
8. Protection of endpoint identities. The identity of the server
cannot be revealed by a passive attacker that observes the
handshake, and the identity of the client cannot be revealed
even by an active attacker that is capable of tampering with
the communication.
We model six out of the eight required properties, omitting downgrade protection and the protection of endpoint identities. Also, as
stated previously, 0-RTT mechanisms allow for replay of early data
across sessions. We discuss the reduced 0-RTT security properties
as well as the properties described above more fully in Section 4.
The draft specification refers to RFC 3552[47] for an informal
description of the TLS 1.3 threat model. This model assumes a DolevYao attacker[23]– an attacker that can perform man-in-the-middle
(MITM) attacks by being able to replay, insert, delete, and modify
messages at will. We consider a strictly more powerful attacker, as
we will explain in Section 4.1.

their security requirements and powerful Dolev-Yao-style attackers. The verification algorithm of Tamarin is based on constraint
solving and multiset-rewriting techniques, which allows its users
to prove intricate security properties in complex protocols exhibiting branches and loops. Moreover, it offers state-of-the-art symbolic Diffie-Hellman support. Tamarin inherently supports nonmonotonic state and it includes an extensive graphical user interface that enables the visualisation and interactive construction of
proofs.
These features make Tamarin a good fit for the modelling and
in-depth analysis of highly complex protocols such as TLS 1.3. In
particular, the support for branching allowed us to model the decisions that the protocol participants can make during execution, the
loops were instrumental in covering repeated connections within a
single session, and the main security aspects of TLS 1.3 critically
depend on Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The non-monotonic state
support enabled us to model branching without having to resort
to custom-tailored hacks or having to rely on the considerable
over-approximation where all branches can be considered simultaneously. Lastly, the visualisations of attacks found by Tamarin
provided us with a way to quickly identify potential problems, with
either the protocol or our model– the graphical user interface was
a great asset in guiding our TLS 1.3 verification workflow.
We introduce the Tamarin specification language by considering
a toy example rule:
rule Example_Rule:
[ !Key(x,y), Fr(n) ]--[ Send(x,n,y) ]->[ Out(senc{n}y) ]

Tamarin rules consist of three respective parts: a left-hand side,
actions and a right-hand side. The rules are used to define a transition
system, whose global state is maintained as a multiset of so-called
facts. The initial state of the transition system is the empty multiset.
A rule can only be executed if all the facts on its left-hand side
are available in the current state. When a rule is executed, it will
consume the facts on the left, i.e. removing them from the global
state, and produce facts on the right, i.e. adding them to the global
state. Facts are either linear or persistent; each available linear fact
can only be consumed once, and persistent facts can be consumed
any number of times. Actions specify observable events in every
trace, and are used to express security properties. There are several
special facts, one of which is the Fr fact, which is implicitly available
in all states because of Tamarin’s built-in Fresh rule, and is used
to produce fresh (unique) values. In the above example, if an agent
x owns a symmetric key y, then it can send out a fresh value n that
is symmetrically encrypted with y. A basic property that states the
secrecy of n can be encoded as a simple lemma:
lemma Example_Property:
"All x y n #i. Send(x,n,y) @ i ==> not Ex #j. K(n) @ j"

A more realistic lemma needs to account for the attacker model.
For example, in the presence of an attacker who can compromise
symmetric keys, a formula resembling not Revealed(y) @ k needs
to be conjoined with the left-hand side of the above property or it
will be trivially false.
We defer the details of our Tamarin model to Section 4, and note
differences to other TLS 1.3 models in the next section.

3 MODELLING THE PROTOCOL
3.1 The Tamarin prover
The Tamarin prover [48] is a symbolic modelling and analysis
tool for security protocols. Its specification language facilitates
the construction of highly detailed models of security protocols,
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A comprehensive model

Fr(~data)
]
--[ Send(~tid),
SendData(~tid, $actor, $peer, auth_status, ~data)
]->
[ SendStream(~tid, $actor, $peer, auth_status, app_key_out),
Out(senc{data_record(~data)}app_key_out)
]

Using Tamarin’s modelling framework we devised a comprehensive
symbolic model of TLS 1.3 that captures the specified protocol
behaviours, as well as unexpected behaviours that arise from a
complex interaction of an unbounded number of sessions. Our
model captures these behaviours in the presence of a powerful
attacker1 .
Other TLS 1.3 analyses consider the constituent parts of TLS 1.3,
viewing these as separate protocols, and proceed to tie the individual proofs together with a compositionality result. For instance,
[10] considers the resumption mechanism as a separate protocol
in which both the client and the server take as input a symmetric
value—the PSK. If the PSK remains unknown to the attacker in
every execution of the resumption protocol, a gap remains to be
filled before concluding that the full handshake always completes
without the attacker knowing the PSK. This gap is filled by a manual compositionality proof. In our work, there is no need for such
manual proofs; composition is trivially satisfied by our comprehensive model, as Tamarin considers all the possible interactions in
proving each property.
Although our model undoubtedly draws from the Tamarin models described in [30] and [22], we opted to model TLS 1.3 with a
significant increase in fidelity to the draft specification. Such an
approach resulted in an improved ability to capture the full functionality of TLS, as well as a broader class of realistic attacks. This
class includes the coverage of complicated interaction attacks, such
as the post-handshake client authentication attack in [22]. Additionally, by closely matching our model to the specification and
allowing for an almost line-per-line comparison, we achieve full
transparency regarding which parts of the specification we abstract
away from, and which assumptions our modelling process relies on.
We discuss the relation between our model and the RFC in detail in
Section 6.
Not only is our model more comprehensive than the Tamarin
models that precede it, it also incorporates the many changes to
the TLS 1.3 specification that have materialised since the development of these models. In the following sections, we describe our
modelling process, pointing out enhancements over the previous
models.

3.3

We also note the extensive use of macros in our model, which is
enabled by the m4 preprocessor and allowed us to cover most of the
specification, whilst syntactically keeping our model close to it. For
example, our ClientHello message is a macro that expands to:
handshake_record('1',
ProtocolVersion,
ClientRandom,
'0', // legacy_session_id
$cipher_suites,
'0', // legacy_compression_methods
ClientHelloExtensions)
which reflects almost exactly how it is written in our Tamarin files.
ClientRandom is itself another macro, defined to be the value of
the client nonce nc. In Tamarin’s syntax, constants are enclosed
by single quotes. Constructing the model in this fashion enables a
direct syntactic comparison to the specification. Previous Tamarin
models also employ macros, but the connection to the specification
is much less evident. For instance, in [22] ClientHello is defined
to be the pair of values nc,pc, representing the client’s nonce and
“parameters”, which serves as a placeholder for handshake values
that are abstracted away.
In our model we have tried to define cryptographic components
in a way that is reminiscent of imperative programming. As in
the specification, we compute the handshake secret by computing
the function HKDF-Extract(gxy,es), and the handshake keys are
computed by applying a Derive-Secret function to this value.
This is not strictly necessary due to the assumption of perfect
cryptography, but it makes it easier to connect our model to the
specification.

3.4

In our model we capture a number of complicated interactions and
logic flows inherent to the TLS 1.3 handshake, greatly improving on
preceding models, adding features to the model which we consider
to be ‘advanced’.

Closely modelling the specification

As with previous models [22], we employ the use of Tamarin rules
to model state transitions within the TLS 1.3 protocol. However,
our state transitions are far more fine-grained and modular in comparison to [22], modelling the effective change in state as a result
of transmission, receipt and processing of cryptographic parameters. For instance, a basic, initial TLS 1.3 handshake invokes up to
21 different rules and the associated state transitions before posthandshake operations can commence. These state transitions are
depicted in Figure 4, and correspond to message flights an cryptographic processing as described in Section 2.1, Figure 1. The full
state diagram can be found in Appendix A.
Below we provide an example of one of our rules:

Group negotiation. We model the client and the server as having
a limited ability to negotiate the group used in the Diffie–Hellman
key exchange.
In Tamarin, any value can be used as a group generator. Typically,
the fixed (public) constant 'g' is used, which represents all parties
agreeing to use a single group ahead of time. On receiving a key
share and storing it in the variable gx, we simulate checking that
the element resides in this group by pattern matching the value as
'g'^x = gx. Intuitively, this corresponds to checking that ∃x . дx =
gx.
In Tamarin’s syntax, variables that are always instantiated with
public values are prefixed by $. In our model, the client starts with a
pair of public values $g1,$g2 that represent two supported groups,

rule send:
[ SendStream(~tid, $actor, $peer, auth_status, app_key_out),
1 We

Advanced features

defer discussion of our attacker capabilities to Section 4.1.
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Figure 4: Partial state diagram for full TLS 1.3 handshake. Tamarin rules are indicated in blue. The messages exchanged between entities are given in green. Our full model contains many more transitions. We omit these here for the sake of simplicity.
and offers these to the server along with a corresponding key share
for $g1. Similarly, the server starts with a supported group $g. The
model allows the server to return a HelloRetryRequest to the
client, enforcing that $g is not equal to $g1, and expects the client
to return instead a key share that matches $g2.
This interaction enables a much greater coverage of DH key
exchange with respect to previous models, and opens up the possibility of future extensions to this work. One such extension would
be to model a weak group by permitting the attacker to reveal the
corresponding DH exponents.

Since all of the above interactions can happen asynchronously,
the resulting model becomes very complex and requires sophisticated handling logic. A number of complicated protocol flows,
involving any number of sequential handshake modes and posthandshake extensions can, and will, transpire and we deal with this
eventuality by modelling all possible handshake modes in a very
modular fashion. Other models are, by and large, not capable of
capturing complicated protocol flows.

4 ENCODING THE THREAT MODEL AND
THE SECURITY PROPERTIES
4.1 Threat Model

Handshake flows. One of the most complex elements inherent
to modelling TLS 1.3 is the vast number of possible state machine
transitions. After a session resumption, the server can choose between using the PSK only, or using the PSK along with a DH key
share. Alternatively, the server might reject the PSK entirely, and
fall back to a regular handshake, or request that the client use a
different group for the DH exchange. Additionally, there are several
complex messages that can be sent in the post-handshake state:
client authentication requests, new session tickets, and key update
requests.

We consider an extension of the Dolev-Yao (DY) attacker [23] as our
threat model. The DY attacker has complete control of the network,
and can intercept, send, replay, and delete any message. To construct a new message, the attacker can combine any information
previously learnt, e.g., decrypting messages for which it knows the
key, or creating its own encrypted messages. We assume perfect
cryptography, which implies that the attacker cannot encrypt, decrypt or sign messages without knowledge of the appropriate keys.
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In order to consider different types of compromise, we additionally
allow the attacker to do the following:

attacker does not know the key. However, given the capabilities of
the attacker, this will not hold without imposing some restrictions.
This is why the additional clauses are required.
The five conditions stated in the depicted lemma are generally
repeated across all lemmas, and encapsulate the basic assumption
we make about our attacker. We describe them in more detail here:
The first imposes the restriction that the long-term signing key
of the peer is not compromised2 . This restriction can additionally
be understood to signify that the actor is communicating with an
honest peer, since the attacker can effectively simulate a party when
in possession of its long-term key. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the attacker is still allowed to compromise the peer’s long-term
key (LTK) after the session key is established. Hence we show that
the session keys achieve PFS with respect to the LTK.
The second and third clauses bar the attacker from revealing any
DH exponents generated by the client or the server from before the
session key was established. The attacker may reveal exponents
that are generated after the session key is established.
The last two clauses specify that the attacker cannot compromise
a PSK associated with either the actor or the peer. Note that the attacker is restricted from revealing these PSKs even after the session
key has been established, which corresponds to the proviso in the
specification that the PSK-only exchange mode does not provide
PFS. We discuss this in more detail in Section 4.2.6.

• compromise the long-term keys of protocol participants,
• compromise their pre-shared keys, whether created OOB
or through a NST, and
• compromise their DH values.
Note that TLS 1.3 is not intended to be secure under the full
combination of all these types of compromise. For example, session
key secrecy can be broken by an attacker who eavesdrops on the
communication and compromises the DH values of a single protocol
participant.
A natural approach is to weaken the attacker model by adding
realistic constraints until either the claimed security goals of the protocol are achieved, or the corresponding attackers become weaker
than the ones we expect to face in practice. This workflow requires
us to express, with high granularity, exactly what needs to be protected and when each of the claimed TLS 1.3 properties can be
expected to hold.
We now give our formal definitions of the TLS 1.3 security properties mentioned in Section 2, noting where each property is covered
in our model.

4.2

Security properties

We encode the claimed security properties of TLS 1.3 as lemmas in
the specification language of Tamarin. Here we discuss the relationship between the lemmas we prove in the model, and the desired
properties in the specification.We note that there is some overlap
between the material in the stated goals expressed in Section 2.2.
For example, the requirement for PFS is effectively a modifier to the
requirement for secret session keys. Where possible, we will prove
these properties via distinct lemmas to aid in the comprehension
of the model. However, it is also possible to combine many of the
properties into a single, more complex lemma.

4.2.3 Peer Authentication. The specification defines this property somewhat informally, as a form of authentication whereby
both parties should agree on the identity of their peer. Looking
at this more formally through the lens of Lowe’s hierarchy of
authentication[39], this definition corresponds to weak agreement.
In particular, we note that this does not imply recentness—the requirement that the peer is currently running the protocol—nor does
it specify whether any other values should be agreed upon.
We initially model this property via our entity_authentication
lemma. Entity authentication is modelled in two parts so as to capture the distinction between the bilateral (mutual) and unilateral
authentication cases. Authentication in the unilateral case means
that if a client completes a TLS handshake, apparently with a server,
then the server previously ran a TLS handshake with the client, and
they both agree on certain data values of the handshake, including
the identity of the server and the nonces used. Note that this is
already a stronger property than is stipulated in the specification.
Here we prove non-injective agreement on the nonces, which additionally provides recentness since both parties contribute a fresh
nonce to the handshake. The unilateral entity authentication lemma
we prove appears in Figure 6.
The intuition for this lemma is that if a client believes it has
agreed on a pair of nonces with a server, then the server was,
at some point prior, running the protocol with those nonces. We
again find the necessary restrictions on the attacker to achieve this
property. The property can only hold if the attacker does not acquire
any of the secrets prior to the client agreeing on nonces. While one
might expect that only the legitimacy of the signing key is necessary
for authentication, if the attacker is able to obtain the PSK through

4.2.1 Establishing the same session keys. The definition of this
first property is taken from [19], where it is referred to as a consistency property. However, there is ambiguity in the circumstances
that are necessary and sufficient for two protocol participants to
establish the same keys. An answer to this question is typically
given through the well-established practice of defining session partnering [8, 19, 36]. One possible way to do so is to assign session
identifiers in terms of a value (or pair of values) on which the two
parties agree. We opted for the least restrictive session identifier,
namely the pair of nonces generated by the client and the server.
Therefore, if a partnered client and server complete the handshake,
then they must agree on session keys.
We consider this property with respect to an attacker that can
compromise all session keys except for those that are identical
to that of the test session, i.e. the session in which the attacker
attempts to obtain information about the key [19, 36]. This property
is captured by our lemma session_key_agreement.
4.2.2 Secrecy of the session keys. The secret_session_keys
lemma is used to prove property (2) in Section 2.2.
The secret_session_keys lemma we prove appears in full detail
in Figure 5. The intuition for this lemma is that if an actor believes
it has established a session key with an authenticated peer, then the

2 We

remind the reader that both the client and the server are equipped with longterm signing keys, and the corresponding public key certificates, for the purposes of
authentication.
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lemma secret_session_keys:
"All tid actor peer write_key read_key peer_auth_status #i.
SessionKey(tid, actor, peer, <peer_auth_status, 'auth'>, <write_key, read_key>)@i &
not (Ex #r. RevLtk(peer)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex tid3 x #r. RevDHExp(tid3, peer, x)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex tid4 y #r. RevDHExp(tid4, actor, y)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex resumption_master_secret #r. RevealPSK(actor, resumption_master_secret)@r) &
not (Ex resumption_master_secret #r. RevealPSK(peer, resumption_master_secret)@r)
==> not Ex #j. K(read_key)@j"

Figure 5: secret_session_keys (Section 4.2.2)
1
2
3
4
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lemma entity_authentication [use_induction, reuse]:
"All tid actor peer nonces client_auth_status #i.
CommitNonces(tid, actor, 'client', nonces)@i &
CommitIdentity(tid, actor, 'client', peer, <client_auth_status, 'auth'>)@i &
not (Ex #r. RevLtk(peer)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex tid3 x #r. RevDHExp(tid3, peer, x)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex tid4 y #r. RevDHExp(tid4, actor, y)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex resumption_master_secret #r. RevealPSK(actor, resumption_master_secret)@r & #r < #i) &
not (Ex resumption_master_secret #r. RevealPSK(peer, resumption_master_secret)@r & #r < #i)
==> (Ex tid2 #j. RunningNonces(tid2, peer, 'server', nonces)@j & #j < #i)"

Figure 6: entity_authentication (Section 4.2.3)
compromising cryptographic material, or the PSK directly, then the
attacker is able to resume a session and impersonate the peer.
In addition to entity authentication, we consider a transcript
agreement property, where the value agreed upon is a hash of the
session transcript. This provides us with near-full agreement. However, there are a couple of notable omissions. Firstly, the protocol
technically continues after the initial handshake, although none
of these delayed handshake messages are included in the session
transcript. Secondly, we observed that the actors do not necessarily agree on the current authentication status of the handshake, a
situation we cover in more detail in Section 5.2.
Finally, we also prove an injective variant of mutual transcript
agreement, which TLS naturally achieves by agreeing on fresh
nonces. Hence, we show that TLS achieves a relatively strong authentication notion: mutual agreement on a significant portion of
the state with recentness.

TLS achieves downgrade protection through our authentication
lemmas.
However, we note that this does not accurately capture the spirit
of downgrade protection, due to the fact that we assume all cryptographic primitives are perfect and we do not model previous
versions of TLS.
4.2.6 Forward secrecy with respect to long-term keys. The PFS
property was briefly mentioned in the context of the long-term signing keys and the secrecy of session keys. However, in those cases, we
did not cover the requirement for forward secrecy with regards to
the PSK. We have an additional lemma secret_session_keys_pfs
which captures that, in either a full DHE or PSK-DHE handshake,
the secrecy of the session keys does not depend on the PSK remaining secret after the session is concluded.
To achieve this, we modify secret_session_keys as depicted
in Figure 5, by adding a condition for the key-exchange mode,
not psk_ke_mode = psk_ke, and loosening the restrictions on
the attacker such that the RevealPSK action is only forbidden for
any time point #r < #i. In proving this lemma, we show that the
session keys are forward secure after a DHE.

4.2.4 Uniqueness of the session keys. We prove in the straightforward way that for any two session keys generated, if they match
then they must be from the same session. This holds without any
restriction on the attacker, since it is a straightforward consequence
of the actor generating a fresh nonce for each session. We do not
prove anything about whether two session keys are related, since
this trivially follows from the assumption of perfect cryptography.

4.2.7 Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) resistance. Observant readers will notice that the only restriction on compromising
long-term keys is that the peer’s LTK must not be compromised.
None of our security properties rely on the actor’s LTK being hidden from the attacker3 . Applying this fact to the authentication
properties, therefore, additionally shows that the protocol, as given
in the draft specification, achieves KCI resistance.

4.2.5 Downgrade protection. The specification cites the work
by Bhargavan et al. [11] for downgrade protection. This definition is not directly equivalent to any of Lowe’s classical agreement
methods; it only requires that both parties negotiate the same configuration parameters that they would do without the presence of
an attacker. Specifically, we observe that agreeing on the parameters (in the sense of non-injective agreement) is sufficient to achieve
this, but not necessary. Therefore, within our model we prove that

3A

minor exception to this is that the attacker cannot use the actor’s long-term key to
impersonate the actor to themselves since in this case, the actor is also the peer.
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5.1.1 Proof strategies. For models as complex as TLS 1.3, proving lemmas in Tamarin is a multi-stage process, and proving complex lemmas directly is often infeasible. For protocol models of this
size the proof trees can become very large. Tamarin provides a
number of features that allow complex proofs to be broken down
into more manageable sections. Writing sublemmas provides hints
to the Tamarin constraint solving algorithm, allowing it to solve
complex sections of a larger proof directly, making the overall proof
more manageable. For the TLS 1.3 model, we used several types
of lemmas. Helper lemmas can be used to quickly solve repetitive
sections of a larger proof without repeatedly unrolling the entire
subtree. Typing lemmas provide hints to the Tamarin engine about
the potential sources of messages, reducing the branching of a
proof tree. Inductive lemmas instruct Tamarin to prove the lemmas inductively, allowing us to break out of loops in the protocol,
which otherwise can produce infinite proof trees. Proving the main
properties of TLS 1.3 required many helper lemmas, of all of these
types.
The Tamarin engine can also use heuristics to auto-prove lemmas,
which proved invaluable in quickly re-proving large sections of
properties after making changes to the model. By investing time
in writing auto-provable sublemmas, we could flexibly incorporate
changes made to the specification without having to restart our
analysis from scratch.
The more complex lemmas used in our analysis of TLS 1.3, however, required manual proving in the Tamarin interactive prover.
We note that by manual proving in this context we mean manually
guiding the Tamarin prover through a proof by using the Tamarin
graphical user interface.
Using the m4 preprocessor to generate restricted subsets of the
model we were able to prototype lemmas in a simpler environment
without expending unnecessary effort. To give an indication of the
number of helper lemmas required, and the relationship between
all of our lemmas, we have constructed a ‘lemma map’, displayed in
Figure 7. The map also indicates which lemmas were auto-proved
by Tamarin, and which ones needed manual guidance for Tamarin
to prove them.
In total, the modelling effort represents approximately 3 months
worth of work. However, the vast majority of that is the process
of writing lemmas to break down the overall proving effort into
smaller, autoprovable chunks. With these lemmas in place, proving
the entire model takes about a week of work, and significant computing resources. The model itself takes over 10GB RAM just to
load, and can easily consume 100GB RAM in the course of a proof.
In one instance, an automatically-computed proof was almost 1
million lines long. Once the proofs have been produced, they can
be verified in the space of about a day, although still requiring a
vast amount of RAM.

Parameter Negotiation

The security of a TLS session critically depends on the integrity
of the parameters negotiated during the corresponding TLS handshakes, in the initial and subsequent connections in the session. In
TLS these parameters include the protocol version, the cipher suite,
and the signature algorithm. Depending on the negotiated protocol
version, additional values may or must be negotiated, such as the
handshake mode, the DH group, and/or the PSK to be used.
For DH group negotiation, we model the client sending a list
of two symbolic groups that the server can choose between. This
feature allows us to provide a limited coverage of the HelloRetryRequest functionality of the protocol, which we address in more detail
in Section 3.4. We also provide support for PSKs but limit the number of PSKs offered to one per handshake.
By using Tamarin, we prove that the client and the server agree
on the transcript of the protocol, and thus on the values selected
during negotiation. This means that an attacker cannot force the
client or the server to accept a value that they did not initially offer.
There are two main classes of parameter negotiation attacks:
forcing the use of bad cipher suites [1, 16] or bad signature algorithms [9], and forcing the use of older and insecure versions
of SSL/TLS [5, 44]. Because we model perfect cryptography and
cover TLS 1.3 only, we consider these attacks to be out of scope (cf.
Section 4.2.5).

5

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section we provide a detailed description of our analysis,
including a discussion of our results and an exploration of an authentication anomaly uncovered by our work.
In general we find that TLS 1.3 meets the properties outlined in
the specification that our modelling process was able to capture. We
show that TLS 1.3 enables a client and a server to agree on secret
session keys and that these session keys are unique across, as well
as within, handshake instances. Our analysis shows that PFS of
session keys holds in the expected situations, i.e., in the (EC)DHE
and PSK+(EC)DHE handshake modes. We also show that TLS 1.3,
by and large, provides the desired authentication guarantees in
both the unilateral and mutual authentication cases. The situation
in which this is not the case is covered in the section to follow.
We remind the reader that our model does not truly cover downgrade protection, or the protection of endpoint identities at this
time. A treatment of downgrade protection across TLS protocol
versions would require modelling the earlier versions of TLS in a
way that is consistent with the TLS 1.3 model as developed here. To
consider the downgrade protection of cipher suites, we would need
to relax our current assumption of perfect cryptography through
rules that, for instance, allow for an attacker to learn the payload of
a particular kind of encrypted messages without knowing the key.
In spite of the fact that these additional considerations would substantially complicate the model and the proof process, our model
is perfectly suited to their inclusion and could form the basis of
future work.

5.1

5.1.2 Findings. We summarise our results in Table 1. For each
property discussed in Sections 2 and 4, we indicate our findings. We
use ∗ to indicate that the property holds in most situations. Cases
in which the property does not hold to the expected degree, are
covered in sections to follow. We also list the applicable Tamarin
lemma(s).

Positive results

We now present our results for TLS 1.3, commenting on our proof
methods and findings.
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auth_helpers

Properties

matching_nonces
consistent_nonces
invariant_nonces
matching_rms_nonces

secret_session_keys
secret_session_keys_pfs
unique_session_keys

secret_helpers

invariants

uniqueness
one_s_per_tid
*s in {ALL STATES}
S1_vs_S1_PSK_DHE
S1_PSK_vs_S1_PSK_DHE
S1_PSK_vs_S1
C1_vs_C1_PSK_DHE
C1_PSK_vs_C1
C1_PSK_vs_C1_PSK_DHE
s_vs_s_cert
*s in {C3,S3}
s_vs_s_PSK
*s in {C2a,S2a,C2d,S2d}

tid_invariant(i)
one_start_per_tid(i)
cert_req_origin(t)
nst_source(t)

DH_injectivity
dh_exp_invariant(i)
one_dh_per_x
rev_dh_ordering(i)
rev_dh_before_hs

DH_chal
dh_chal_dual

ku_extract(i)
ku_expand(i)
ku_hs
ku_ltk
ku_fresh_psk
hsms_derive
posths_rms_weak(i)
posths_rms(i)
matching_transcripts_posths
matching_rms_posths
matching_rms_actors
sig_origin
invariant_post_hs
matching_sessions(i)

session_key_agreement
entity_authentication(i)
transcript_agreement
mut_entity_authentication(i)
mut_transcript_agreement
injective_mut_entity_auth

auth_psk
matching_hsms
post_master_secret
invariant_post_hs(i)
handshake_secret(i)
handshake_secret_pfs(i)

Figure 7: Lemma Map. Bold lemma names with a purple background indicate where manual interaction via the Tamarin visual
interface was required. The remaining lemmas were automatically proven by Tamarin, without manual interaction. An arrow
from one category to another implies that the proof of the latter depends on the former. The Properties box contains the main
TLS 1.3 properties.
Property proven
(1) Same session keys
(2) Secret session keys
(3) Peer authentication∗
(4) Unique session keys
(6) Perfect forward secrecy
Key compromise
(7)
impersonation

share a common view of the session, i.e. that they agree on exchanged data, keys, etc. During our analysis of the post-handshake
client authentication, it became apparent that the client does not
receive any explicit confirmation that the server has successfully
received the client’s response. Due to the asynchronous nature of
the post-handshake client authentication, the client may keep receiving data from the server, and will not be able to determine if the
server has received its authentication message. As a consequence,
the client cannot be sure whether the server sent the data under
the assumption that the client is authenticated.
We formally modelled this property by adding a variable to
the client and the server that records the current status of the
connection, and in particular, if the connection is unilaterally or
mutually authenticated. We discovered that even when the server
asks for a post-handshake client authentication, and the client
responds, the client cannot be sure that the server considers the
channel to be mutually authenticated.
In concurrent work by Bhargavan et al. [10], a similar issue was
uncovered for the 0.5-round trip time (RTT) case. A discussion with
the TLS 1.3 working group revealed that an equivalent problem also
exists within the main handshake. During the main handshake, the

Lemma(s)
session_key_agreement
secret_session_keys
entity_authentication
mutual_entity_authentication
unique_session_keys
secret_session_keys_pfs
entity_authentication
mutual_entity_authentication

Table 1: TLS 1.3 Tamarin results

5.2

Possible mismatch between client and
server view

During the development of our model, and in particular the analysis
of the post-handshake client authentication, we encountered a
possible behaviour that suggested that TLS 1.3 fails to meet certain
strong authentication guarantees.
While there are many definitions of authentication, the common
thread among strong authentication guarantees is that both parties
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rules model them. The annotations also show exactly which details
we do not model (and often list the reasons why).
We used these annotations ourselves during the development
of our model to keep track of the parts of the specification that
we had already modelled, and how we modelled them, which also
simplified the task of keeping track of updates to the specification,
something which proved incredibly useful given the rapid pace at
which the draft specification would undergo changes.
Our annotated RFC has a number of desirable features:

server can request a client certificate, and may decide to reject the
certificate (for example because it violates certain domain-specific
policies), but still continue with the connection as if the certificate
were accepted. Therefore, the client cannot be sure (after what appears to be a main handshake with mutual authentication) that the
server considers the client to be authenticated. Thus, this phenomenon leaves the client in the dark about whether or not the server
considers it to be authenticated, even though the server asked for a
certificate and the client supplied it.
To see why this may become a problem at the application level,
consider the following application. Imagine a client and a server
that implement TLS 1.3, where the server has the following policy:
any data received over a mutually authenticated connection are
stored in a secure database; all data received over connections where
the client is not authenticated are stored in an insecure log. The
client connects, the server requests a certificate, which the client
duly provides, but the server rejects and continues regardless. Since
the server rejected the certificate, it continues to store incoming
messages in the insecure log. However, the client may assume it has
been authenticated, and start sending sensitive data, which ends
up in the insecure log.
The TLS working group has decided not to fix this behaviour
for TLS 1.3, and has not introduced any mechanism that informs
the client of the server’s view of the client’s authentication status.
If a client wants to be sure that the server considers it to be authenticated, this needs to be dealt with at the application layer. We
anticipate that some client applications will incorrectly assume that
sending a client certificate and obtaining further server messages
indeed guarantees that the server considers the connection to be
mutually authenticated. As we have shown, this is not the case in
general, and may lead to serious security issues despite there being
no direct violation of the specified TLS 1.3 security requirements.

6

• Readers can check which parts we abstracted, and how,
without having to reinvent the mapping between the Tamarin
model and the RFC themselves. In other words, one can
read through our website to see what is covered, and how
it is covered, without having to understand Tamarin’s formalism.
• If the specification is updated or changed, we can immediately track where the model should be changed.
We encourage other analyses of TLS 1.3 to follow a similar transparent approach, which would help the community to better understand which details from the specification might still need to
be covered. We envision this will enable a faster convergence of
confidence in all the details of the standard.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we modelled the current draft of the TLS 1.3 specification within the symbolic analysis framework of the Tamarin prover,
and used the tool to verify the majority of the security guarantees
that TLS 1.3 claims to offer its users.
We focus on ruling out complex interaction attacks by considering an unbounded number of concurrent connections, and all of
the TLS 1.3 handshake modes. We cover both unilateral and mutual
authentication, as well as session key secrecy in all of the TLS 1.3
handshake modes with respect to a Dolev-Yao attacker. We also
capture more advanced security properties such as perfect forward
secrecy and key compromise impersonation. Our Tamarin model
covers substantially more interactions than previous analyses due
to its modularity.
Besides verifying that draft 21 of the TLS 1.3 specification meets
the claimed security properties in most of the handshake modes and
variants, we also discover an unexpected authentication behaviour
which may have serious security implications for implementations
of TLS 1.3. This unexpected behaviour, at a high level, implies
that TLS 1.3 provides no direct means for a client to determine its
authentication status from the perspective of a given server. As a
server may treat authenticated data differently to unauthenticated
data, the client may end up in position in which its sensitive data
gets processed as non-sensitive data by the server.
During the course of our analysis we also developed a line-byline modelling aide that accurately captured which parts of the
specification we were able to model, and which parts were abstracted. This artifact allows us to easily assess the faithfulness and
coverage of our model, and also makes our model highly amenable
to all kinds of extensions, especially with respect to the security
properties and threat model. We expect that this artifact may serve
as a comprehensive informational aide to academic researchers and
well as the TLS Working Group.

THE RELATION BETWEEN OUR MODEL
AND THE TLS 1.3 SPECIFICATION

While there have been many academic analyses of various drafts
of TLS 1.3 [4, 10, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 33, 35, 38], they all (explicitly or
implicitly) consider only part of the specification. Most analyses,
even those that claim to be “complete” do not consider all possible
modes, and many manual cryptographic analyses consider modes
only in isolation (and not their interaction). This is caused by the
inherent complexity of analysing TLS 1.3 and is not a problem in
itself; rather, it justifies the need for multiple approaches.
However, we are of the opinion that readers, regardless of whether
or not they are experts in the field, should be able to easily deduce
the exact coverage of a given analysis. To ensure this, we provide
an unprecedented level of transparency concerning the relationship between our model and the RFC (the draft specification) by
creating a website [21] that contains an annotated version of the
RFC. Consider the following excerpt:
In the above excerpt, the left-hand side is a direct copy from the
RFC, and the right-hand side contains our annotations. For example,
they show how the concrete data structures of TLS 1.3 are mapped
into abstract term structures. Additionally, we annotate the prose,
describing the possible behaviours so as to indicate which Tamarin
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Certificate Verify

We compute the (server) signature as:

This message is used to provide explicit proof that an endpoint possesses the
private key corresponding to its certificate and also provides integrity for
the handshake up to this point. Servers MUST send this message when
authenticating via a certificate. Clients MUST send this message whenever
authenticating via a Certificate (i.e., when the Certificate message is
non-empty). When sent, this message MUST appear immediately after the
Certificate message and immediately prior to the Finished message.

messages = <messages, Certificate>
signature = compute_signature(~ltkS, server)
where compute_signature expands to:

Structure of this message:

sign{<'TLS13_server_CertificateVerify', h(messages)>}
Since messages contains the handshake transcript up until that point, this is
valid for Handshake Context. We do not attempt to add the padding prefix
specified in the specification since it would have no purpose given our
assumption of perfect crypto.

%%% Authentication Messages

The CertificateVerify message is simply defined as:

struct {
SignatureScheme algorithm;
opaque signature<0..2^16-1>;
} CertificateVerify;
The algorithm field specifies the signature algorithm used (see
Section 4.2.3 for the definition of this field). The signature is a
digital signature using that algorithm. The content that is covered
under the signature is the hash output as described in Section 4.4,
namely:

define(<!CertificateVerify!>, <!handshake_record('15', $sig_alg, signature)!>)
We do not currently model using different signing algorithms or their effects
on security.

Transcript-Hash(Handshake Context, Certificate)
---snip---

The peer validates the CertificateVerify message by recomputing the signature
input, and enforcing the action Eq(verify(signature, sig_messages, pk(~ltkS)),
true) which makes the trace invalid if the verification fails (implying the
peer terminates the connection if receiving an invalid signature).
Note that an alternative way to model this in Tamarin would be to provide the
peer with the long-term key ~ltkA and pattern match the signature as an
expected message. While this can (probably) be shown to be equivalent and is
potentially more efficient for Tamarin, we believe using explicit verification
is clearer.

Figure 8: An excerpt of our website, showing how we annotated the specification. The full version can be found at [21].
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